Data sheet
Pollux Edge Gateway
Hightlights
► Robust Industry 4.0 mesh gateway for harsh environments
(IP67)
► Integrated Pollux radio system with active range encoder
► Gigabit Ethernet with 802.3af POE, WiFi 802.11n and
Bluetooth 4.0
► Edge computing, AI, machine learning directly in the
gateway
► Real-time connection to machine controllers via industrial
bus
General information

170mm

190mm

The Pollux Edge Gateway is a robust, Industry
4.0 mesh gateway for harsh environments. As a
receiving station, Pollux Edge records the data
from the Pollux sensors, organises it and offers
various interfaces to transfer it into your system.
The unit is edge computing capable, which
means that various filters and machine learning
algorithms can be executed directly in the
gateway. A radio range of over 500 metres can
be achieved via repeaters, directional antennas
and additional gateways.

Korpusradius 45,0 mm

Technical data
Mechanical
Protection class

IP67, suitable for outdoor mounting, shockproof, housing EMC shielded

Weight

approx. 900g in standard version incl. rod antennas

Dimension (L/W/H)

approx. 190 x 170 x 85 [mm], without antenna (see technical drawing)

Operating temperature

-15°C to + 80°C

Mounting

Pipe, angle and clamp mounting set included
Mounting possible with 2x M6 screws
other options on request

System properties
Power/Ethernet

Gigabit Ethernet with 802.3af POE Power over Ethernet (max. approx. 12W)

WiFi

2,4 Ghz 802.11n, Mesh WiFi for Gateway communication possible

Bluetooth

4.0, Class 1, external antenna, BLE (5.0 optional)

CPU / GPU

Quad-Core ARM Cortex A53 64-Bit / Mali T-722 MP2

RAM / OS

Up to 3 GB LPDDR3 / Armbian (Linux) v19 or higher

Industrial bus

Snap7, ProfiNet, ProfiBus, CAN, and others optionally possible
with real-time data interface and system configuration
2x USB (1x 3.0, 1x 2.0), 4K HDMI OUT, A/V Port, and more

Connections
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Technical data
Pollux radio system
Radio frequency
115/433/868/915 MHz depending on country of use, ISM bands: unlicensed
Up to 1 Mbit/s data transmission rate (per node)
Dynamic adaptation to radio environment
Bidirectional, multi-channel, configuration-free and self-organizing radio network
Network packets are CRC32 protected and data is encrypted using AES procedures,
automatic avoidance of interference sources and other radio systems
With integrated range extender (max. 500 mW transmission power possible depending on
country of use)
Various antenna options available (omnidirectional, directional, etc. for all radio interfaces)
Mesh-capable with further Pollux Edge Gateways
Memory

Two data carriers out of the box (and even more expandable via USB)
Maximum 2 x 512 GB internally installable

Cloud

Prepared for plug and play integration in IOT platform of our partner engidesk

Individual adaptations of the gateway are easy to implement. Contact us!
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